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The 1234A-B-Cs Of Breakup Fees 

By Alan Kaden, Michael Alter, W. Reid Thompson and Shane Hoffmann, Fried Frank Harris Shriver & 
Jacobson LLP 

Law360, New York (November 30, 2016, 3:29 PM EST) -- M&A agreements 
often provide for the payment of a breakup or termination fee to the jilted 
party if a deal falls apart for certain reasons, such as receipt of a superior 
offer or failure to obtain regulatory approval. As an 
example, AbbVie paid Shire a $1.635 billion breakup fee in connection with 
AbbVie’s decision to abandon its $54 billion combination with Shire following 
the IRS’s announcement of new anti-inversion rules in late 2014. 
 
Reversing its prior position, the IRS recently advised in a non-binding internal 
memorandum (FAA 20163701F) that the payment of a breakup fee under 
circumstances similar to those in AbbVie-Shire should be characterized as a 
capital loss under Section 1234A of the Internal Revenue Code. 
 
The IRS’s new position, if correct, would significantly increase the after-tax 
cost of breakup fees to the paying party in certain circumstances, but would 
also accord beneficial capital gain treatment to the receiving party in some 
cases. 
 
A brief summary of the relevant code provisions sets the stage. 
 
Relevant Law 
 
Section 165(a) generally allows an ordinary deduction for any 
uncompensated loss. Section 165(a) deductions may be used to offset either 
capital gain or ordinary income or gain. 
 
By contrast, capital losses (i.e., losses from sales or exchanges of capital 
assets) are allowed only to the extent of capital gains. This asymmetry leads 
taxpayers to prefer capital gains and ordinary deductions, even though 
corporations are taxed on capital gains and ordinary income at the same rate. 
 
Section 1234A(1) provides that “gain or loss attributable to the cancellation, 
lapse, expiration or other termination of a right or obligation with respect to 
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property which is (or on acquisition would be) a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer shall be 
treated as gain or loss from the sale of a capital asset.” 
 
Section 1234A was enacted in 1981 as part of a package to combat straddles and other tax arbitrage 
transactions involving financial instruments such as futures and forward contracts, and until 1997 its 
scope was limited to property of a type that is actively traded. 
 
Payers of breakup fees may be expected to argue against Section 1234A’s application, since they would 
prefer an ordinary deduction to a capital loss. On the other hand, recipients of breakup fees are likely to 
argue for Section 1234A’s application, since capital gain treatment may allow them to unlock capital 
losses that might otherwise expire unused. 
 
Scenario 1: Reverse Subsidiary Merger for Cash 
 
Purchaser and Target sign a merger agreement pursuant to which Purchaser’s newly-formed Merger Sub 
will merge into Target, with Target surviving as a subsidiary of Purchaser. Target’s shareholders will 
receive cash in exchange for their Target shares. Purchaser subsequently abandons the deal and pays a 
breakup fee to Target to terminate the merger agreement. 
 
Purchaser’s treatment 
 
Section 1234A will treat Purchaser’s loss in Scenario 1 as capital if it is attributable to the termination of 
a right or obligation with respect to property which is (or on acquisition would be) a capital asset in the 
hands of the taxpayer. In this case, Purchaser’s loss is attributable to the termination of the merger 
agreement, which gave Purchaser the right to acquire Target’s stock. 
 
Target’s stock would be a capital asset in Purchaser’s hands, so Section 1234A would appear to apply to 
give Purchaser a capital loss. Though FAA 20163701F (the only IRS pronouncement to address the tax 
treatment of the payment of a breakup fee) involves a more complicated fact pattern, it suggests that 
the IRS now takes this position. 
 
Target’s treatment 
 
The IRS has addressed the tax treatment of the receipt of a breakup fee three times. In each case, the 
IRS issued non-binding guidance addressing a fact pattern similar to Scenario 1 except that Target paid 
Purchaser a breakup fee after accepting a superior offer. 
 
In the first two cases — TAM 200438038 and PLR 200823012 — the IRS concluded that the breakup fees 
constituted ordinary income to the recipient. The IRS did not mention Section 1234A in TAM 200438038, 
and concluded without explanation that it did not apply in PLR 200823012. 
 
In both cases, the breakup fee Purchaser received was clearly attributable to the termination of 
Purchaser’s right to acquire Target’s stock (which would have been a capital asset in Purchaser’s hands), 
so some were puzzled by the IRS’s conclusion that Section 1234A did not apply. 
 
More recently, however, the IRS’s national office advised in a non-binding internal memorandum (CCA 
201642035) that a breakup fee received by Purchaser in a fact pattern similar to the two earlier rulings 
should be treated as capital gain under Section 1234A, noting the inconsistency with PLR 200823012. 
 



 

 

In Scenario 1, Target rather than Purchaser receives a breakup fee, so the question is whether, as 
Section 1234A requires, the merger agreement contains rights or obligations with respect to property 
which is (or on acquisition would be) a capital asset in Target’s hands. 
 
Target need not actually have the right to acquire the relevant property — Section 1234A requires only 
that Target’s gain be attributable to the termination of “a right” (i.e., not necessarily a right of Target) 
“with respect to” (i.e., not necessarily a right to acquire) property that is, or on a hypothetical 
acquisition would be, a capital asset in Target’s hands. 
 
A typical merger agreement would contain rights and obligations “with respect to” many different 
properties, including the cash consideration to be received in the merger, Target’s stock, Merger Sub’s 
stock and Target’s assets (e.g., covenants regarding the operation of Target’s business between signing 
and closing). Neither cash nor Target’s own stock would be capital assets in Target’s hands, but Merger 
Sub’s stock would be, and Target’s assets may or may not be. 
 
Given that Merger Sub is transitory and generally disregarded for U.S. federal income tax purposes, we 
can probably exclude its stock from consideration. But do the operating covenants turn the entire gain 
(or some portion of it) capital if Target holds one or more capital assets? 
 
The statutory language offers no clues, and the policy behind Section 1234A in this context is unclear. 
The committee reports reveal a concern with electivity and whipsaw, and a desire to eliminate 
uncertainty and to tax economically similar transactions similarly. Laudable goals, to be sure. 
 
But where is the potential for tax arbitrage in the case of a breakup fee? And why should its treatment 
be determined by reference to the character of one or more underlying assets? If the goal is to eliminate 
electivity and reduce uncertainty, a per se character rule would be preferable to the riddle Congress 
posed in Section 1234A. 
 
If the IRS were to focus on Target’s stock as the relevant property, then the IRS would likely argue that 
Target’s receipt of the breakup fee in Scenario 1 constitutes ordinary income rather than capital gain, 
since Target’s stock would not be a capital asset in Target’s hands. On the other hand, if Target holds 
any capital assets, then Target may focus on the merger agreement’s operating covenants in arguing for 
capital gain treatment under Section 1234A. 
 
Scenario 2: Stock-for-Stock Deal 
 
This is the same as Scenario 1, except that Target’s shareholders are to receive solely Purchaser shares. 
 
The key difference relative to Scenario 1 is that in Scenario 2 the merger agreement also contains rights 
and obligations with respect to Purchaser’s stock, which would (on acquisition) be a capital asset in 
Target’s hands. Thus, Target should be able to argue that its gain is capital under Section 1234A, though 
none of the authorities address this case directly. 
 
The closest analogy is FAA 20163701F, which appears to involve a double-dummy structure in which a 
new parent company would acquire all of the stock of two companies, one of which was the taxpayer. 
The IRS concluded that Section 1234A applied to treat the taxpayer’s payment of a breakup fee as a 
capital loss in its entirety (because the terminated merger agreement contained rights with respect to 
the other companies’ stock) despite the fact that the merger agreement presumably also contained 
rights with respect to the taxpayer’s own stock. 



 

 

 
CCA 201642035 may also be read to support capital gain treatment under Section 1234A, since from 
Target’s perspective the relevant property is Purchaser’s stock. 
 
On the other hand, statements made by an IRS official at a recent corporate tax conference arguably 
suggested that the IRS thinks the only property relevant under Section 1234A is the property that is to 
be “acquired” by the “purchaser” in some non-technical sense — Target’s stock in Scenario 2. In our 
view, it is hard to see how the statutory text or any policy would support this position. 
 
Scenario 3: Mix of Stock and Cash Consideration 
 
This is the same as Scenario 2, except that Target’s shareholders are to receive a mix of cash and 
Purchaser stock. 
 
One might attempt to argue that the breakup fee in Scenario 3 should be allocated between ordinary 
income and capital gain based on the relative values of the cash and the Purchaser stock. In our view, 
however, the statute does not support this approach. 
 
The only possible hook for an allocation approach in Section 1234A is the word “attributable.” If a 
merger agreement were divisible into a number of independent rights and obligations, it may be 
reasonable to attempt to apportion the breakup fee among the various rights and obligations based on 
the extent to which the breakup fee is economically “attributable” to each such right or obligation. 
 
But a merger agreement generally stands or falls as a whole. Let’s assume Purchaser’s stock represents 
40 percent of the total consideration payable to Target’s shareholders. The parties would obviously 
never agree to a 40 percent breakup fee to terminate only those rights and obligations in the merger 
agreement that relate to Purchaser’s stock. Yet that seems to be the theory that underlies the allocation 
approach. 
 
Section 1234A applies if Target’s gain is “attributable to the termination of a right or obligation with 
respect to” a capital asset. That is clearly the case in Scenario 3, so all of Target’s gain should be capital 
under 1234A. 
 
Scenario 4: Forward Merger 
 
This is the same as Scenario 1, except that Merger Sub is the surviving company, and Target is treated 
for U.S. federal income tax purposes as transferring all of its assets to Merger Sub. 
 
In Scenario 4, the transaction involves Target’s assets. Thus, Scenario 4 appears to present a stronger 
case than Scenario 1 for looking to Target’s assets in determining the extent to which Section 1234A 
applies. 
 
Any stock Target holds in subsidiaries should qualify as a capital asset, as should non-amortizable 
intangibles such as self-created goodwill. Any real property or depreciable or amortizable property used 
in Target’s trade or business, however, would not qualify as a capital asset for Section 1234A purposes 
under the Tax Court’s recent holding in CRI-Leslie v. Commissioner, 147 T.C. No. 8 (Sept. 7, 2016), even if 
such property gives rise to capital gain on a sale or exchange under Section 1231. 
 



 

 

 
As discussed above, Section 1234A could be read to make Target’s gain (or loss, if Target paid the 
breakup fee) capital if Target held any capital assets. Alternatively, some might argue that the payment 
should be allocated between capital gain and ordinary income based on the value of Target’s capital 
assets relative to all of Target’s assets. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The IRS has recently taken the position that certain breakup fees give rise to capital gain or loss under 
Section 1234A. As shown above, however, Section 1234A presents interpretive challenges that have yet 
to be definitively resolved. In the absence of further guidance from the IRS or through litigation or 
legislation, the tax treatment of breakup fees remains unclear. 
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